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Abstract

This project has two goals:  first, I have attempted to re-imagine and reconstruct 

aspects of a lost classical Persian dance tradition by investigating an important part of 

that tradition, the mystical figure Saghi, the wine-bearer,  as she appears in classical 

Persian literature, music, art, and calligraphy. 

Second, I have created a new dance work using that  research as a foundation and 

inspiration. In what follows, I refer to the overall continuing project as the Saghi Project; 

the dance work part of that project is called Meeting with Saghi. 

Over the centuries, Persian, and specifically Sufi, poetry and music have 

developed in parallel so that together they reflect and embody mystical beliefs. My 

project is to create a dance style and movement vocabulary that emerge from and are  

linked to that poetry and music, reflecting the same mystical beliefs but in another artistic 

medium. This reconstruction is the Meeting with Saghi. 

I include in my submission a DVD recording of Meeting with Saghi, a 50-minute 

dance work, as a tangible outcome of my research and creation. This choreography 

illustrates the vocabulary and structures of a style  of dance that is at once new and 

traditional—a practice that might perhaps have existed for centuries had the connection 

between music, poetry, and dance (what I will discuss as the Persian Time Arts Trio) not 

been lost. Through research, experimentation, and teaching, I have tried to restore the 

integrity of that trio, showing in my dance the artistic and spiritual linkages of these arts.
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